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The Education of Secondary
Teachers: Education or Miseducation?
By Ellis A. Joseph, Ph. D.
Edgar Wallace Knight, the famous educational historian, once wrote: "the big task
ahead of education during the second half of the twentieth century is to do qualitatively what has been quantitatively done so well ever since 1900." J There is an implication in Knight's statement which calls for reform from within the teaching profession - all the teaching profession, not just" eductiondom" as Bestor calls it.
The problem of the education of secondary teachers has become so pronounced
that those who are not satisfied with the current state of affairs no longer regard
themselves as mere critics; they are now classified as redeemers. An outstanding example is Arthur Bestor, who has made many worthwhile proposals. Bestor, a professor of history at the University of Illinois and an influential figure in the Council
for Basic Education, has subtitled his book, Th e Restoration of Learning, thusly:
" A Program for Redeeming the Unfulfilled Promise of American Education." 2
Along with the redeemers, we have the " incidentalists." Being an admiral or
a Marine Corps commandant with some education is sufficient to qualify one as an
" incidentalist. "
Then, thirdly , we have what I might irreverently call the " fertile crescent"
group. Like the Arabians, they are continually and loudly dropping in on intellectual
water spots (or holes, as you prefer) a nd after a day, or a half day longer, fold
their tents - haVing " thoroughly " sampled the liquid - and just as loudly steal
away . The fertile crescent group may be divided into two factions: the one is accompanied by expert advisers but admits in its published reports that it has disregarded their advice; the other, more simply, is not accompanied by expert advisers.
These three groups - the redeemers, the incidentalists, and those of the fertile
crescent - are unanimous in their answer to the question posed in our title. It is:
m iseducation. Now I do not wish to be a redeemer, for I would have to go to Ghana
for a workshop. Nor do I wish to be an incidentalist, for I have no desire to join
the Navy or Marine Corps. Nor do I wish to become allied with the fertile crescent
group; for I wish to gain my little bit of academic recognition not by traveling, but
by mode of the comparatively unglamorous day-to-day labors which teaching and
immanence demand. Despite all of this, I am compelled to agree that teacher education is indeed miseducation. Some of the factors I see responsible for this miseducation
are a bit different from those advanced by our three groups; and, even more important, they are supported with some evidence.
1

Edgar W. Knight, Fifty Years of American Education. New York: The Ronald Press Co. , 1952, p. v.

2

Arthur Bestor, Th e Res/oration of Learning. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1955.
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I wish to submit that there are seven factors which may be responsible for the
miseducation of our secondary school teachers. Four of the factors are rather overt.
Three of them are not immediately observable and require a greater sensitivity of
perception and some familiarity with the literature of education.

The overt factors are:
1. The professor of education, his limited education ( even though possessing
the Ph. D.), his anti· intellectual attitude, and his resultant pernicious influence on his students, the future teachers;

2. The nature of the education courses, that is, their almost total concern with
the practical and particular and their neglect of speculative and more
universal considerations;
3. The failure to realize that the professor of education does not have sole
responsibility for the education of teachers; and
4. The failure on the part of schools and departments of education to abandon the Baconian ideal of the pansophic man; more simply, the failure to
see that a few, or in most cases one, professors of education cannot adequately supervise the student teaching experiences of those teaching in
diverse subject matter fields.

The covert factors are:
1. The failure of the literature of education to realize that frustration, pain,
and anguish in learning are compatible with good mental hygiene;

2. The failure of the literature of education to emphasize the importance of
loneliness in teaching and learning; and
3. The failure of the literature of education to impart a rigorous concept of
love and sympathy.
These factors naturally need greater elaboration. Let us consider the four
overt factors initially.
A.

The Overt Factors

1. The limited education and the anti-intellectual attitude of the professor of
education. That professors of education have limited educations and are anti-intellectual, is indeed a serious charge. It cannot be made by merely obserVing the professor of education as he functions today. An anti-intellectual attitude, of course, is a
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certain predisposition, an orientation state. Since it is rarely developed economically
and is almost always composed of past memories, let us look, for a moment, at the
evolution of the professor of education.
The professional preparation of teachers, that is, courses dealing with the
science and art of teaching, was pioneered in the normal schools because colleges
and universities resisted the work as long as they could. The resistance was no passive matter. Harper reports: "In a meeting of the New England Association of Colleges in 1899 it was asserted that pedagogical training was a handicap to their work
and was ' liable to infringe upon and diminish ' the true work of the college. " 3
The fact that colleges and universities have had this historic disinterest in preparing teachers and the fact that the normal schools were responsible for some of
our most important teaching advances 4 does not alter the influence the latter has
had upon the present professor of education. Because of college and university disinterest, many members of the normal school faculty were from the ranks of successful
secondary teachers, principals, and superintendents, 5 not from the ranks of the firstrate minds nurtured by the traditional disciplines. Entering students in 40% of the
normal schools are described as no more mature and no better educated than our
present eighth-grade graduates. 6 Even by 1900 the national average of those matriculating in thirty-eight of the large normal schools was about 26% high school graduates. 7 With regard to the debate between professional preparation and academic
emphaSiS (a distinction I abhor), in the two decades from 1850 to 1870 a large
number of normal schools, particularly the New Engla nd institutions, held that normal schools should restrict themselves mainly to courses in methods and educational
principles and technics. 8 This is the heritage which gives impetus to the statements
of James Koerner and others. Thus, when Koerner and others say that educationists
are mediocre at best, when they say that their texts a re pitched at the corrupt intellectual level of " Educanto, " when they say that educationists manifest " a strong
strain of anti-intellectualism," when they say that educationists rega rd all subjects
as created equal, and when they say that educationists regard intellectual excellence
as only one of many virtues - not necessarily the most important one - that schools
foster, we can see such statements attributed to the present condition are not without
historical foundations . 9
3

Charles A. Harper, A Century of Public Teacher Education. Wa shington, D.C.: National Education
ASSOCiation, 1939, p. 113.
Elwood P. Cubberly, Public Education in the United States. New York: Houghton Milllin Co., 1947,
pp. 378-402 .
Harper, op. cu., p. 102.

Ibid., p. 106.
Ibid, p. 105.
Ibid., p. 108.
James D. Koerner, Th e M iseducation of American Teachers. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co ., 1963.
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Some may object by reflecting on Dewey 's non-normal school heritage and
his influence. Dewey cannot be blamed for the derogatory statements above. On the
level of method Dewey felt reality is more important than the signs of reality, significant activity and experience more important than the vicarious elements in textbooks
( in this respect there is a great congeniality between Dewey and Aquinas in his D e
Magistro and countless others).
Practitioners trained by professors of education have grossly distorted Dewey
by making his realities the lesser important ones, by reducing his activities to activity
for the sake of activity, and by making his significant experiences insignificant ones.
These distortions had to be inevitable, for very few professors of education reveal
they have made any attempt to understand Dewey 's practical educational principles
in the wider context of his philosophy.
A rather astonishing study was conducted a few years ago by George Spindler
and published in the Harvard Educational R eview. 10 Spindler analyzed the responses
of 328 graduate education students to various open-ended statements such as: " Intellectuals should
," " Artists are
," and so on. The respondents,
future teachers, administrators, and teachers of teachers, replied to the open-end statement " Intellectuals should
" most often in the following manner: "Be more
SOCiable, " " be more practical," " get down to earth," " keep it under cover, " "drop
dead," and " shut up." Only 40% of the respondents included such statements as
" Apply their intellects, " " study," " create, " and " think " in their paragraphs. Replies to the statement " Artists are
" are even more discouraging. The follOWing appeared in 38% of the paragraphs: " Queer," " perverted," " nuts," and " effeminate." Further, 35% of the paragraphs contained words such as " different, "
" people," and " few " - all fairly neutral comments. Only 25% of the paragraphs
contained such positive terms as: "Creative, " " smart," " original, " and " interesting."
Spindler asked the graduate education students to describe the " Ideal American
Boy." From replies to this request we may gain an understanding of the attitudes
the future teachers and professors of education in this study have toward those they
are attempting to form . A content analysis of the replies reveals from highest to
lowest:
- is sociable
- likes people
- is popular
- is well-rounded
- does many things well but is not an expert in anything
in particular
- is athletic but not a star
- healthy
10 George D. Spindler, "Education in a Transforming Culture," Harvard Educational Review, 25, 1955,
145-148.
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- is ambitious to succeed, has clear goals (which must be
acceptable within limited norms)
- is considerate of others
- is a clear-cut Christian
- patriotic
- demonstrates average academic ability and average
intellectual capacity.
High intelligence, high academic ability, and .individuality are mentioned only infrequently (in 20% of the paragraphs). This is rather subjective, however, I believe the
most Significant pre-requisites for living the intellectual life are immanence and introspection. The greatest implication which emerges from Spindler'S study is that immanent and introspective behavior is severely devalued by the very individuals who
should be fostering such behavior by personal example; it is most certainly behavior
which cannot be taught, thus if it is not gained by the indirect mode of personal example, we may very well be educating a generation of teachers with circumferal minds.
At present we might submit a general cause for the limited education and antiintellectual attitude of the professor of education. It is simply this: The history of
education has not been taught historically, if at all; the philosophy of education has
not been taught philosophically, if at all; and the courses in educational psychology
have not been taught with proper homage paid the demands of psychology. I would
not agree with Bestor that there must occur a process of devolution; that is, the functions of present-day departments of education should devolve upon already existing
"parent" departments. 1! Nor would I agree with Koerner's general thesis that
"education" as a field of study has no autonomy. 12
The solution to the problem, then, lies in the answer to the question: What
sort of man should teach the teacher of future teachers? The prospective professor of
education should either undertake his graduate work in a department of education
composed of histon'ans, philosophers, and psychologists and others from various
disciplines whose major interests are the relationships between their respective fields
and education, or in departments of education composed of men who have been
schooled by the above. This is the sort of man who should teach our future teachers.
This answer represents neither the devolution nor the dissolution of departments of
education. It represents the gathering of men of different diSciplines and sound scholarship who have made a decision to devote a lifetime to grappling with the problems
of education. Many respected scholars have made that decision, and the real contributions to education have come from them: Pestalozzi, Herbert, Froebel, Dewey; to
a certain extent, Locke, Rousseau, and Cardinal Newman, and so on. Witness also
the current contributions of Carl Rogers, Jerome Bruner, Jean Piaget, and to a certain
1!

12

Arthur Bestor, The Res/oration of Learning. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1955, p. 251.
James D. Koerner, The Misedu cation ofAmerican Teachers. Boston: Houghton MiHlin Co., 1963, passim.
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extent Jacques Maritain and Christopher Dawson, and a host of others.
At this juncture I would like to utter a word of caution. Universities and colleges should neither permit nor encourage the incompetent, the lame duck tenurists,
the old and infirm, the dull and unimaginative, and the jelly-minded of other departments to find their potential haven in the department of education.
The question of who should teach our future teachers leads us to a complementary consideration: The nature of the courses he teaches.
2. The nature of the education courses. When man looks at being he finds
things there he does not make. He also makes from what he finds. The overwhelming
majority of education professors behave as if the latter effort is the only one extant,
because they too often are the first not to realize that all education courses are not
methods courses. To teach courses in growth and development, the psychology of
learning, and the philosophy of education as if they contained a bag of tricks which
are immediately and successfully employable by future teachers is a mockery and a
fraud. Certainly the developmental psychologists, the psychologists of learning and the
philosophers of education have never attempted such folly.
Although I realize many will disagree, I maintain that developmental psychology, the psychology of learning, and the philosophy of education are primarily
(though not entirely) concerned with finding the things which man has not made, with
de facto what is. Learning is what it is. Intelligence is what it is. It makes no sense for
us to speak in terms of what learning ought to be or what intelligence ought to be.
It is entirely up to the industriousness of the prospective teacher to decide how effectively he can make from what has been found. Let me cite an example. Some
experimental evidence has revealed that non-verbal recognition of generalizations
makes those generalizations more intelligible and more applicable. 13 Now this has
nothing to do with what ought to be. This is Simply what is. The future teacher who
becomes aware of this bit of evidence must make use of it in a creative manner. For
example, some industrious teachers of geography have employed the above bit of
evidence with great success. When children are told what geographical conditions are
propit~ous for flourishing cities on the map through the lecture method, they do not
learn as well as children who are merely taught such conditions, having to silently
make the correct associations on a blank map. Such applications could be made in
almost any subject in dozens of ways, depending on the many variables involved.
We cannot afford to teach these" particulars" in such courses as growth and development and the psychology of learning. The particulars must be treated in the course
dealing with the methodology of teaching a particular subject and only in this course.
This tendency to dwell on particulars in the other education courses not properly
methods courses has led to what many consider the uncontrolled proliferation of offerings. The temptation is great, when such an emphasis is present, to "create" a new
course for every particular problem which arises.
13

28

Gertrude HendriX, "A New Clue to Transfer of Training, " Elementary
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By continuing the emphasis on particulars, education professors have assumed
that there is transfer value between the methods they teach in non methods courses
and the actual practice of the teacher. This assumption is anachronistic to the very
teachings of professors of education. With regard to transfer values, professors of
education rightly point out that transfer occurs when identical elements between two
situations are present. ObViously, it is virtually impossible for the teacher of growth
and development and the psychology of learning to duplicate secondary school teaching situations in their classrooms and still do justice to these subjects.
I would like to cite one more example of the fruitlessness and aimlessness
which has resulted from education's excessive preoccupation with the de jure and
"making." For a great number of years now we have had many individuals furiously engaged in the development of countless "intelligence tests." Recently some individuals who have been interested in creativity have found little correlation between
performance on their "creativity tests" and performance on intelligence tests! Now
it is being said that intelligence has a new face: The divergent one. Now I submit
that if a few individuals had been concerned with just the meaning of intelligence,
with just what it is; and if subsequent tests were structured in conformity with these
de facto efforts, the astounding dichotomy between "creativity" and "intelligence"
scores probably would never have developed.
Thus far we have been trying to establish that all education courses are not
methods courses and that they are far too concerned with the particular. Before leaving the consideration of this second overt factor, I would like to examine the opinions
practicing secondary teachers have of the adequacy of their college preparation. The
most recent and most extensive study of such opinions was conducted by the National
Education Association Research Division. The study is said to be "a Scientifically
selected cross section of the nation's 1.5 million public school teachers." Ninety-seven
percent of the sample replied to this question:
In terms of your actual teaching needs, to what extent
did your undergraduate teacher preparation program
prepare you in the follOWing areas?

Too Little

About Right

Too Much

Depth of knowledge in
such fields in which
you specialized ... . . . . . . . . . . . 22%

75%

3%

General education some knowledge in
many fields . . . . .

21%

74%

5%

Psychology of learning
and teaching .... .

26%

62%

12%
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Human growth and
development . . .

24%

70%

6%

Teaching methods .

39%

49%

12%

. . . . . . . . . . 17%

55%

28%

Use of audio-visual
equipment and
materials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62%

36%

History and philosophy
of education . . . .

2% 14

The bulk of the criticism directed towards teacher preparation has indicated
far too great an emphaSiS on methodology. The N.E.A. study above rather surprisingly reveals that a whopping 39% of secondary school teachers feel they have received " too little" in the way of teaching methods. No other category is said to be
as lacking as methods. This statistic, I feel, justifies to a great extent my contention
that teachers are overly anxious to merely receive a bag of tricks, a sack of "de
jures, JJ in their education courses instead of more universal truths which do not
change with each teacher, pupil, and classroom situation. This insistence on the part
of teachers for more methods implies a sad state of intellectual vigor. The teachers
are saying in effect: Teach us what learning is, on the level of principle, and then
feed us all the methods we will need, on the level of practice; for we are too lazy to
indiVidually derive methodologies which fit our particular classroo m needs .
Notice also the teacher evaluation of history and philosophy of education, for
the greatest "too much " percentage, 28%, appears here. It is a little strange that only
5% feel they have had " too much " general education, whatever that is, and 28% "too
much" history and philosophy of education. I cannot imagine anything more liberal
and general - if properly taught - than the history or philosophy of education.
This 28% figure is also a little baffling because not too many institutions preparing
secondary teachers require courses in the history or philosophy of education as such.
Schools and departments of education more often conduct" mystery hour" lectures in
" foundations of education" or "theories of education" or something of the sort. I
suppose that anything which smacks of the a bove is characterized as philosophical
or historical. I have little confidence in the ability of teacher education students to
make evaluations of courses in the history and philosophy of education. In a recent
study, George Maccia, Professor of Education at The Ohio State University, reports
that beginning students in the philosophy of education have erroneous conceptions
of certain key philosophical terms. Further, his samplings reveal that student conceptions contain "unwarranted value judgments. " 15 Over the last three years I have
N.E.A. Jouma~ December, 1963 , 34. It is a bit confining to speak of preparation in terms of " too little,"
"about right, " and "too much. " Notice the absence of the consideration of a qualitative preparation.
15 George S. Maeda, " A Comparison of Some Consen sus Definitions in Philosophy of Education, " Univer·
sity of Kansas Bullettn of Education., 12, 1957, 34.

14
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involved approximately 200 philosophy of education students in a follow-up of Maccia's study. Like Maccia, I was interested in analyzing students' conceptions of terms
such as "idealism" and "realism." A content analysis of the replies revealed that
80% of the students who had no previous philosophy courses (logic excluded) feel
"idealism" is the "optimal situation," and 78% indicate" realism" is "things as they
are." A content analysis of the replies of students who have had at least one previous
philosophy course (in addition to logic) reveals that 48% feel that" idealism" constitutes the optimum, and 52% feel "realism" constitutes things as they really are.
Even with prior philosophical experience, misconceptions are numerous.
In the spring of 1963 William R. Drury, President of the Ohio School Counselors Association, and I had a study published which sought to determine, among
other things, the value of philosophy for the work of the school counselor. 16 The
respondents in our study were our certificated school counselors with MA degrees.
Only one respondent gave indications of his understanding of philosophy. The following statements from some of the other respondents are typical: " Philosophy should be
treated qUickly and qUietly; " " Philosophy is what you feel, thus it needs no extensive
treatment. "
I cite these studies to illustrate the misconceptions that teachers and teacher
education students have of their courses in education and to further demonstrate their
imbalanced interest in de jure considerations in the processes of their formal educations. While we are discussing courses, I would like to mention briefly the non-education courses; for this is at the heart of our third overt factor responsible for the miseducation of teachers.
3. The professor of education does not have the sole responsibility for the
education of teachers. So many critics have said that teacher education is a failure
and that the professor of education and the education courses are the chief culprits.
Such critics strongly claim the great number of required education courses are leaving no room for a sound liberal education.
N ow almost all the critics agree that supervised student teaching is vital. In
most states this accounts for 6 to 9 credit hours. Woellner and Wood, the standard
compilation of certification requirements, 17 reveals that - supervised student teaching excluded - the secondary teaching certificate requires only an average of 8 to 9
credit hours in education or approximately 3 courses. If these three courses were
obliterated tomorrow, I fail to see how this would make poor teachers good ones,
miseducated teachers educated ones. We are left with one unpopular conclusion: If
teachers are dull, poor, incompetent, unimaginative, and miseducated, it is primarily
because the "subject matter professor" (the professor to whom the student is most
16 W. R. Drury and E. A. Joseph , " Practioners' Views on the Practicality of Material in Texts Dealing
with the Principles of GUidance," Th e Guidance Journal, 2, 1962, 56-60.
17 Robert C. Woellner and M. Aurilla Wood, ReqUirements for Certification . 23rd edition. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963 , passim.
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exposed) is a poor, dull, incompetent, unimaginative, and miseducated chap!
Many like to point out that, even though the facts I have cited are true, education students are still under the administrative control of the dean of the school of
education and that " subject matter " professors often have to reckon with the meddling
of the dean or his representatives. Such interference in the modern era of teacher education is rare and exaggerated; however, if it occurs, it is unwarranted and is indicative of an unabashed lack of intellectual humility. Those responsible for it should be
severely reprimanded and restrained by higher university authorities.
Many also like to cite that teacher's colleges and departments of education
often require many more education courses than the state. Naturally, when such requirements are excessive and necessarily duplicative, higher university councils should
exercise a restraining influence.
Since we are treating individuals in their responsibilities, we should now direct our attention towards the individual who probably has the most important role
in the education of the secondary teacher: The university supervisor of student teaching.
4. The failure to abandon the ideal of the pansophic man. In small institutions of higher learning a Single individual is usually responsible for observing prospective teachers during their period of practice teaching. This period is a particularly
important learning experience, for the mistakes made may be corrected rather immediately by a competent and sensitive supervisor. Incidentally, the college or university supervisor is not usually so integrated that he is profiCient in English, history,
chemistry, biology, or in languages, etc. Yet, the pro spective teachers he is observing
are teaching diverse subject fields. I often wonder just what could the university supervisor, who usually has his higher degrees in education, Significantly say to the practice teachers . It has been my experience that he may comment on such " weighty"
topics as diction, stance at the blackboard, dress, courtesy, relations with students
of the opposite sex, etc. I submit that common sense suffices for these considerations.
The practice teacher really needs a supervisor who is qualified to comment on the
quality of his moments of intellectual wrestling, on his ability to listen for and convey
the essences of his subject, on his ability to choose what is first-rate from what is
second-rate. We obviously do not need men who are schooled in the technics of supervising to do this work, but rather men who are schooled.
We may be deluded into thinking that the situation in larger universities is
better because of the improved supervisor-student ratio. This improved ratio does
not alter the fact th at the higher degrees of these more numerous supervisors are in
education and not in the various diSciplines, and that their comments are just as inSignificant as those made by the representatives of the small institutions.
I cannot leave our consideration of this overt factor without making the follOWing observations. We in education piously exclaim at every turn that properly
superVised student teaching is the most important aspect of teacher preparation, yet
we place into the role of supervisor too many individuals who have outlived their

32
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usefulness; we place into such positions those who are half healthy; those who are
tarrying tenurists; in short, anyone who cannot - because of defects of birth or education - carry the burdens of university teaching.
Since this problem is one of choosing the most qualified individual, we should
be extremely optimistic over remedying the situation - that is, if our optimism is
matched with a little sudden resoluteness by those in a position to administer it.
Thus far we have been considering rather overt factors which for the most
part are structural in nature. The next three factors in the miseducation of secondary
teachers are covert, for they become apparent only after one has spent considerable
time with the literature of the field . Let us consider, then, the first of these covert
factors .
B. Th e Covert Factors

1. The failure to reali<e that fru stration, pain, and ang uish are compatible
with g ood mental hygiene. Since Edward Lee Thorndike elaborated his law of ellec~
the literature employed by professors of education has been filled with what might be
called the atmosphere of permissiveness. The law of effect states that learning is most
effective if it is accompanied by satisfying circumstances. My objection has to do with
the hedonistic interpretation professors of education have given "satisfying circumstances." " Satisfying circumstances " correctly means teachers should be more permissive in their dealings with pupils, thus one dare not put pressure on a child or assign
tasks or make requirements of him lest the child become emotionally disturbed as a
result. There is talk of abolishing examinations and of modifying marking systems
because they have become threats. Symonds, 18 in observing these things, is one of
the few to re-recognize that:
Anxiety is the basis of much creative effort, for it is at the behest of anxiety
that man looks ahead in order to avoid danger . .. It is the main incentive impelling men to seek security. Inventors are stimulated by the drive
of anxiety: The lightning rod was invented as a way of eliminating the
dread of fire. 19
Since Freud 20 popularized that unpleasure corresponds to an increase in excitation and pleasure to a diminution of it, there has been a noxious association in
educational circles between unpleasure, excitement, and poor mental hygiene. Charles
S. Peirce, one of our earliest pragmatists, has shown us, I think, just how necessary
frustration, excitement, pain, and anguish are in the intellectual life. For Peirce no
18 Percival M. Symond s, " Is Frustration Compalible with Goo d Mental Hygiene?", Progressive Educati01~
30, 1953, 107· 110.
19 Perdval M. Symonds, The Dynamics of Human Adjustment. New York: Appleton.Century-Crafts Inc.,
1946, p. 156.
20

Sigmund Freud , Beyond the Pleasure Principle. New York: Liveright, 1920, p. 1.
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real learning could occur if the learner did not possess a genuinely felt intellectual
need. Indeed, Peirce, Dewey, and Kilpatrick popularized the term " felt needs" as the
starting point of learning.
The Gestalt theorists constitute another group that has not wedded frustration
to poor mental hygiene. As you know, the primary reason we wish to achieve closure
and unity in any sphere is the tension and unpleasure we feel in their absence.
I think most of our college students would actually get a hearty chuckle from
Raissa Maritain 's intimate description of the intellectual frustration suffered by her
husband. She relates: "How tormenting it was suddenly to fall upon an unforeseen
difficulty, and to have to find the answer before next day 's class! Jacques passed
nights working with such things." 21
We are not, I fear, teaching future teachers to protect the student's need to engage
ill internal struggles and frustrations because we are not teaching the teachers themselves to struggle. Instead teachers are taught how to effect all sorts of " satisfying circumstances." For example, cheerful bulletin boards (in season, of course) are the
first order of business with some prinCipals and professors of education. Our future
teachers are taught to always find some merit - and this can be a strain sometimesin all student responses. As Barzun has so rightly observed, exchange, not combat,
is the order of the day in current intellectual discourse. By exchange Barzun means
that men of diverse positions come together in discourse, do not really differ with
one another, and harmoniously leave, each retaining his original views!
By considering such internalities as frustration, pain, and anguish, we are reminded of another aspect of our internality which is vital to our second convert
factor, the failure to emphasize the importance ofloneliness in teaching and learning.
2. Th e failure to emphasi<:e loneliness in teaching and learning. Unfortunately,
our prospective teachers have not had the luxury of being exposed to works such as
Peiper's The Silence of St. Thomas. 22 Such works emphasize the importance of
interactionless periods; the importance of quieting the tongue in the face of the inconceptualizable. I wonder how often we, the professors of education, repeatedly commit
violent and rude aggressions against reality by teaching our future teachers "to be
sure and clearly define." As a consequence, I often wonder how many well-intentioned
teachers leave the university and methodically and cocksurely define for their students
concepts such as poetry or self. Certainly we are more meaningful to ourselves if we
do not have to use verbalizations to convey that meaning. In the lonely state of
silence - with most intervening variables absent - we surely are able to gain more
of a total understanding of our inexhaustible depths, of our inner Circumstances, if
we are not confined by such verbalizations as "rational animal," "man," "good, "
Raissa Maritain, Adventures in Crace. Trans. by Julie Kernan. New York: Longmans, Green and Com·
pany, 1945, pp . 200-201.
22 Josef Peiper, Th e Silence of St. Thomas. Trans. by John Murray and Daniel O'Connor. New York:
Pantheon, 1957.
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or "bad." Certainly, for example, the study of poetry may have more meaning in
the absence of noisy verbalizations.
We mentioned earlier (in Spindler 's study) that graduate education students
devalue introspection. Arthur T. Jersild has published a study entitled Wh en Teachers
Face Themselves. 23 In this study we find most of the teachers involved candidly
admitting that they are not at horne with their own thoughts, that they are strangers
to themselves, that they are alien to their own feelings. Perhaps an example will
clarify what the teachers in J ersild 's study mean to convey. We know that the emotional responses which accompany intellectual endeavors are all important. We know
further that these responses are not the same when they are made in a state of lonely
silence as when they are made in groups. Witness our reluctance to pour forth our
souls when we are asked by the teacher in the presence of 30 or 40 others to comment upon a selection we have read. Witness the comparative lack of reluctance
when we are confronting our selection alone and in a state of silence. If we are never
truly alone when making the emotional responses which accompany intellectual endeavors, how are we ever going to know what they really are ? Indeed, those who
are alone have difficulty in this regard because of the dual developmental factors of
learning and growth. Thus, we see how the self may become alienated from the self.
We see why the search for knowledge really is a search for self in a state ofloneliness.
Quite obViously, then, if future teachers are not made award of the importance
of loneliness through the literature of their field and through the example of their college professors, the generations of pupils falling under their tutelage are likely not to
be aware of the value of it either. We professors of education have been most guilty
of devalUing immanence and upgrading incentives. Incentives are extrinsic and can
never be a substitute for motivated behavior which is characterized by immanent
activity. Our destruction of immanence can be traced from the excessive gold star
techniques we encourage in the primary and elementary grades to the more refined
race-horse graphs we use to plot student performance on the secondary level. Our
literature is totally concerned with reinforcement. It almost never asks: How long will
you persevere in the absence of reinforcement; how long will your intellectual selfesteem exist in the absence of reinforcement ?
We have been emphasizing the value ofloneliness for self-insight. Self-insight,
in turn, and the ability to understand others are positively related. 24 The third covert
factor refers to a very important medium in the understanding of others, love.
3. Th e failu re to impart a rig orous concept of love. Through the admonitions of
professors and through the professional literature, prospective teachers are thoroughly imbued with the truism: To be a good teacher one must love children. When I
ask my students and student teachers preCisely wh at it is they love in their pupils,
23 Arthur T. Jersild , When Teachers Face Th emselves. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1955.
24 Rosalind F. Dymond , " The Measurement of Em pathiC Ability," Journal of Consulting Psychology, 13,
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their replies reflect inclinations towards physical characteristics and identification.
In connection with physical traits, replies have the following tenor: " I just
love their cute little turned-up noses " or "I can 't resist their darling, innocent, helpless little faces ." We are all familiar with the identification refrain: " I love and feel
for them because I went through the same periods they are experiencing, " and so on.
Indeed, prospective teachers must love their pupils but in a more meaningful
way than that just described . LOVing one's physical characteristics is most certainly
not love at all; for this mode of lOVing does not begin to touch upon intellectual pains,
hesitancies, and joys. Love by mode of identification only heightens frustration tolerance by emphasizing the communal aspects of intellectual failures . We need desperately to convince future teachers that the accurate assessment of the self-concept of the
pupil constitutes the most worthwhile kind of love. Such an assessment requires the
teacher to make use of the best psychological use available on his students. For example, a close scrutiny of cumulative records is a more lasting and more qualitative
manifestation of love than all the collective admirations of cute noses. In addition to
scrutinizing the psychological information, love must be manifested in a Significant
dialogue of caring between the subjectivity of the teacher and that of the pupil. Put
simply, the teacher must grade and rea d student papers and care. The student must
see - through the tea cher 's comments upon his work - that the teacher's subjectivity
is suffering with his with respect to intellectual positions taken, that it is congenial or
uncongenial with his.
In this paper I have tried to be neither comprehensive nor general in listing
factors responsible in the miseducation of secondary teachers. I have merely elaborated the factors which hav e the greatest meaning for me. In so doing many suggestions were put forth. These suggestions usually elicit a fatalistic pessimism from those
who have been traditionally sympathetic to them . The enormous complexifications
accompanying the seven facto rs listed in this paper are the usual sources of such
pessimism . At the risk of not practicing the worthwhile mental virtue of " non-allness, "
I submit that a change in the qualify of p ersons is the most promising Single step in
making progress in the education of secondary teachers . Such a change is clearly
implied in each of the seven factors mentioned. Each college or university is immediately and painfully in need of administrators with the dedication and courage to
achieve this change immediately and painfully.

Origina lly given o n Februa ry 1963 as the Annu al John Cole! SOCiety Lecture, College of the Holy Cross,
Worcester, Mass.
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